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Introduction 
Paradoxically, understanding the dynamics of the modern metropolis has grown 
both increasingly possible and increasingly complex in the information age [1, 2]. 
On the one hand, the interaction of advanced information and communication 
technologies (ICTs) with “traditional” elements of the metropolitan accessibility 
system – i.e., land use and transportation – poses new questions, regarding for 
example how such technologies might substitute for traditional mobility, enhance 
certain modes, and/or induce fundamentally new behaviors (e.g. see [3, 4]). On the 
other hand, the digital traces that such technologies produce – such as theoretically 
trackable mobile devices – hold great promise in generating new data sources to 
improve model estimation and validation [5, 6, 7]; while increased computational 
power more generally allows for more complex and sophisticated model 
development and deployment [8]. 
In this paper we demonstrate the use of a particular source of ICT data, mobile 
phones, generated and provided by a mobile phone service provider, to help validate 
an integrated land use transportation (LUT) model calibrated for the Lisbon, 
Portugal, metropolitan area (hereafter LMA). Specifically, we use 1 month of 
anonymous data provided by a private cell phone network operator. These data 
allowed us to identify, for each phone, all phone activity, localized to the nearest 
cellular telephone tower (601 towers in LMA). We use the cellular phone towers to 
generate analysis zones consistent with existing statistical and administrative 
boundaries (i.e., census blocks and civil parishes) (see Figure 1). We also infer, for 
each cell phone tower analysis zone, the number of phones that “reside” and/or 
“work” in that zone, based on the phone activity profile generated over the observed 
month.    
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These data are combined with population data from the census, disaggregated 
employment data estimated from various sources [9] (including points-of-interest 
data extracted from online Portuguese yellow pages, and an administrative survey 
data on economic activities in LMA), and other information sources to generate a 
full OD scaling weight matrix (residents and employment by zone). We then 
generate an observed cell phone OD matrix for all travel (see Figure 2) and estimate 
journey-to-work cell phone OD matrix and scale the latter to approximate the 
population, using the scaling weight matrix, and also estimate traffic assignment to 
the roadway network based on the same scaled ODs. 
 
 
Figure 1: Lisbon’s Spatial Analysis Units: Blocks (BGRIs), Cell phone Tower Service Area, 
Tower-BGRIs, and Parishes (Freguesia) 
This information is then used to validate travel demand and travel times from two 
models. The first validation is for a traditional four-step travel demand model 
developed in TransCAD, which we use in combination with a land development and 
household/firm location choice model, UrbanSim [10] – an integrated simulation 
system calibrated for the LMA using a range of data sources from different years.  
The second is a cell phone travel flow estimation model.     
 
The results show the potential for using mobile phone data to improve complex 
integrated urban land use and transportation models and demonstrate a viable 
approach for doing so. In combination with other increasingly available “real-time” 
data arising from the ad-hoc sensor networks that modern ICT systems provide in 
our cities, we believe these data sources will fulfill the promise of practical, 
scaleable, and useful integrated LUT modeling for improved urban system 
management. 
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Figure 2: Average Daily ODs for all Trip Purposes in LMA as Estimated by Cell Phone Data 
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